WACHUSETT REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
Responsible Citizenship
A WRHS student will …
Category

Demonstrate
a commitment
to learning






Show respect toward
self and others

Contribute positively
to the community

4- Exemplary
consistently be punctual
and well prepared for
class
always use class time
wisely.
form positive working
relationship with
teachers.
consistently bring
completed homework
on time.
consistently prepare for
assessments.

 always care for school
property.
 always uses appropriate
language and refrains
from profanity.
 consistently treats
others with kindness
and tolerance.
 consistently follows
adult directions.
 always adhere to
student management
code.
 always collaborate with
peers.
 consistently add to a
positive school culture.







3- Proficient
usually be punctual and
well prepared for class
often use class time
wisely.
attempt to form positive
working relationships
with teachers.
usually bring completed
homework on time.
usually prepare for
assessments.







 usually care for school
property.
 often use appropriate
language and refrains
from profanity.
 usually treat others with
kindness and tolerance.
 usually follow adult
directions.
 usually adhere to
student management
code.
 often collaborate with
peers.
 often add to a positive
school culture.

2- Developing
occasionally be
punctual and prepared
for class.
sometimes use class
time wisely.
inconsistently form
working relationship
with teachers.
sometimes bring
completed homework
on time.
Sometimes prepare for
assessments.

 sometimes show care
for school property.
 sometimes use
inappropriate language
and profanity.
 sometimes treat others
with kindness and
tolerance.
 inconsistently follow
adult directions
 sometimes adhere to
student management
code.
 inconsistently
collaborate with peers.
 seldom add to a positive
school culture.







1- Beginning
rarely be punctual and
prepared for class
infrequently use class
time wisely
rarely form working
relationship with
teachers.
does not bring
completed homework
on time.
rarely prepare for
assessments.

 rarely show care for
school property.
 often use inappropriate
language and profanity.
 rarely treat others with
kindness and tolerance.
 rarely follow adult
directions.
 Infrequently adhere to
student management
code
 Rarely collaborate with
peers
 Does not add to a
positive school culture

